Feeding infants of low birth weight

An ideal method of feeding an infant of low birth weight would produce the optimal rate of growth with minimal morbidity and mortality—and would cost little and make low demands on nursing time. The preterm infant is especially prone to malnutrition since he cannot suck, and providing enough calories may be difficult if he has the respiratory distress syndrome or recurrent apnoea attacks.

Neonatal malnutrition is widely thought to have long-term effects—a belief based on the observation that animals kept undernourished at critical periods were found later to have reduced numbers of brain cells, though the glial but not the neuronal population was mainly affected.1 The human brain grows very quickly between 32 and 40 weeks of gestation, and the animal studies were thought to show trends which might be important for preterm infants. In animals the timing, duration, and severity of the insult determined the completeness of recovery. In man it is not known whether days, weeks, or months of malnutrition are needed to produce a permanent cerebral defect, but in an attempt to prevent any possible postnatal malnutrition the current fashion is for every effort to be made to mimic the intrauterine growth curve. This may be unnecessary and dangerous.

Yet, while the importance of weight gain is uncertain, morbidity, mortality, and cost can all be measured. The methods of feeding these infants are by the intragastric, transpyloric, or intravenous routes. Intermittent intragastric milk feeds may cause regurgitation and aspiration in some preterm infants during the first few days of life and especially in units with too few trained nursing staff. Another disadvantage is that these feeds may provoke a fall in arterial oxygen tension and a rise in heart rate and blood pressure.2 This is unlikely to occur when milk is given by continuous infusion into the stomach,3 or when the transpyloric route is used.4 A new generation of syringe pumps have made these methods technically easier. Many units have now had an opportunity to evaluate the transpyloric method, though passing the tube to the jejunum may be difficult: 72 hours had elapsed before it had passed in 80%, of infants in one series,5 and 60%, in another.6 Polyvinyl tubes become hard owing to loss of plasticiser, and this has been blamed for perforation of the gut.7 Though softer, silicone rubber tubes are more difficult to pass. Blind-ended tubes may cause a change of flora, and outbreaks of necrotising enterocolitis in intensive care units have coincided with the introduction of intrajeunal feeds. That risk may possibly be reduced by not using hyperosmolar feeds.8 The absorption of fat is reduced by half by using the transpyloric route, presumably because the gastric lipase is bypassed.

In the wake of the impressive increase in survival after intravenous feeding of glucose and amino-acids in infants undergoing surgery9 this method was canvassed as the best way of feeding infants of low birth weight. Use of central venous catheters was, however, associated with a high incidence of infection and thrombosis, and most paediatricians began to use peripheral veins—despite the difficulties of having repeatedly to insert needles into tiny babies. Intravenous infusions of amino-acids and glucose have a protein-sparing effect,9 but the same problem arises as with babies who receive glucose and electrolyte infusions: too few calories are supplied. Adding intravenous lipid might help, but the free fatty acids may displace bilirubin from its protein receptors; this may prejudice the use of an intravenous lipid during the first week of life. Intravenous lipid must be introduced gradually, the amount tolerated is variable, and three-quarters of the infants so treated have abnormal liver function tests. One study showed that 77% of infants receiving parenteral lipid infusions had appreciable deposition of fat in the intrapulmonary arteries with a persistence of a reduced lumen of the vessels.10

Some of these uncertainties may have been resolved by some more recent research.11 12 Infants given total parenteral nutrition were compared with a control group managed with conventional intragastric feeding. No differences were found in mortality between the two groups. In the study by Yu et al12 six varieties of intravenous infusion were prepared daily by the pharmacy from raw materials costing over £20 for each baby in every 24 hours. The 34 babies were under the care of six consultant paediatricians, a professional officer, a technical officer, and presumably junior staff in numbers too embarrassing to mention. Long-term studies of neurological, intellectual, and behavioural development are being performed in these infants. Until these results are available—in about five years' time—there appears to be little or no justification
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for total parenteral feeding of infants of low birth weight unless the unit is carrying out a research study. The American Academy of Paediatrics gave similar advice about seven years ago13 and reported it,14 and many will find it surprising that paediatricians continue to use this costly, dangerous form of treatment indiscriminately.

What should we do now? Depending on the medical and nursing staff available, each unit will have to decide whether to use the transpyloric route rather than the gastric route. Weary neonatal house physicians may not display the same enthusiasm for conquering the obstinacy of the pylorus as the research registrar: with any luck a better tube may soon become available.
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## Analgesia and the acute abdomen

We look back aghast at cruelties inflicted on patients by our predecessors, and there is no reason to suppose that our successors will not be equally appalled by some of the things we do now. But perhaps there is one contemporary unkindness which we could abandon ourselves.

The thought is prompted by the appearance of a revised edition of Zachary Cope's book on the acute abdomen, whose opening chapter contains the sentence1: "If morphine be given, it is possible for a patient to die happy in the belief that he is on the road to recovery, and in some cases the medical attendant may for a time be induced to share the delusive hope." This striking admonition (first written in 1921) has become something of a tradition, in the sense that many apprentice surgeons believe it without having actually been taught it. As a consequence, a patient with renal colic or a perforated peptic ulcer may commonly be seen by four medical attendants—general practitioner, casualty doctor (perhaps an experienced consultant), houseman, and trainee surgeon—before any analgesia is sanctioned, on the questionable ground that the last must see the clinical picture at its most florid in order to be able to make a diagnosis.

The advice to withhold analgesia until a firm diagnosis had been made was undoubtedly valid 60 years ago, when surgery, if indicated, had to be performed under primitive anaesthesia, without any of the supportive and restorative measures which we take so much for granted today: readily available blood transfusion, correction of electrolyte and fluid imbalance, antibiotics, intensive care, and even gastric aspiration to prevent vomiting and inhalation. In those circumstances the primary condition's progress clearly had to be halted as soon as possible, before its secondary manifestations—such as shock and dehydration—became too advanced for the patient to recover spontaneously. That is why Cope was intolerant of anything, including analgesia, which might have delayed the decision to operate by even a few hours.

But we order things differently now. Except when there is torrential haemorrhage we adopt a more leisurely and methodical approach. We spend time correcting the secondary manifestations before operating to deal with the primary disease. We use this time also to do investigations and make observations which may help diagnosis; indeed, the speed and degree of response to resuscitation are themselves of significance, and relief of pain and neurogenic shock is an important part of resuscitation. Why, then, should the first doctor called to the patient be debarred from giving real first-aid in the form of analgesia—preferably intravenously, titrated against the pain? Young surgeons can surely learn to diagnose an acute abdomen in a sedated patient; they might find it easier than they think.

In any case, not all writers on the subject feel so strongly as Cope, and some actually disagree with him. Shepherd and Bailey—though the latter is more concerned with treatment than diagnosis—make no mention of the matter. Jones recommends sedation as an aid to diagnosis in children. Dunphy, who says that analgesia should be given "without hesitation," and Angell also agree that it makes signs easier to evaluate, in that tenderness and rigidity may become localised and masses become palpable. And surely a patient out of his mind with pain is not in a state to give a reliable history.

Urgent relief of severe pain is good treatment, humane, and unlikely—to say the least—to do harm nowadays by delaying diagnosis. Need we wait for our successors to criticise us? Could we not institute a new tradition ourselves—starting now?


## Dissection of the aorta

Twenty-one years ago Hirst et al analysed a collection of over 500 cases of dissection of the aorta. The death rate was high. More than half the patients were dead by the fifth day of the disease and 91% by six months, the remaining 9% surviving for up to nine years.

This high death rate was not surprising, since at that time surgical treatment consisted of fenestration, aimed at decompressing the dissected sac. Results were poor in the acute stage, but there were more successes when the condition was chronic. In 1965, however, De Bakey's group, using a direct